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of 1923, and the Cotton Ginning and Pressing Factories'
Act of 1925 were passed for this purpose. The cotton
growing areas are marked out according to the quality
of the cotton produced in each of them. Cotton of an
inferior quality from one area is not allowed to be import-
ed into another except under a license. Though this
legislation created a good deal of dissatisfaction at first,
if it succeeds in preserving the quality of cotton, it is likely
to prove beneficial to the farmers in the long run.
Another factor which makes marketing both difficult
and unfavourable to the producer is the variation in the
weights and measures current in different parts of
Gujarat. For example, when produce is bought, a
maund is reckoned as equivalent to anything like 40 to
44 seers; when it is to be sold, it is reckoned as equal
to 37f to 40 seers. A bhar of cotton which is a unit of
transaction in cotton is equal to 25 maunds in the Broach
District, whereas it is equal to 24 maunds in Surat. The
standard maund for all purposes for most parts in Guja-
rat is taken at 40 seers ; in Surat it is taken at 37^ seers.
So far as measurements are concerned, things are not so
bad, but complications are introduced when things have
to be marketed in a place like Bombay where a seer is
equal to 28 tolas for things like corn, and 56 tolas for
milk and other liquids.
FINANCE
* So far as necessaries are concerned > the fanner has to
provide himself throughout the year both for direct con-
sumption and for seed and other expenses of cultivation.
His income on the other hand is generally confined to the
seasonal period when he is in a position to market his
crops. In view of this, the question of the method by
which he finances himself in either case is of great import-
ance. Generally speaking, the village bania or sowcar
makes advances either in cash or kind or in both and en-
ables the cultivator to carry on, particularly during the
sowing season. As soon as the crops are ready, he ar-

